CENTRE OF LONDON’S HAND CRAFTS TERENCE
CONRAN

UNIQUE GIFTS TIMEOUT

ILIFFE YARD SE17 3QA
CLEMENTS YARD SE17 3LJ
PEACOCK YARD SE17 3LH
10 JUNE 6:30-9:30pm
11 & 12 JUNE 11am-6pm

COME TOGETHER
PULLENS YARDS

It is that special moment again, when the
Pullens Yards fling open their iron gates,
and invite the world in – the Summer
Open Studios. What is special about it?
Pullens Yards were purpose-built for
designer-makers in the late 1880s. The
studios have housed craftspeople, working with their hands, for a hundred and
twenty years. Unsurprisingly, over this
length of time, what most of the craftspeople produce has evolved: at one time
the Yards boasted lace makers, fan
makers and cabinet makers; who have
been replaced by today’s filmmakers,
jewellers and artist potters. A few crafts
have stayed, furniture designers and
letterpress printers are here now, just as
in the days of Queen Victoria.
Hannah Arendt wrote of “homo faber”,
humans fully engaged in shaping the
world around them, by actually producing that world with their hands. Making

involves thinking about what you make,
which amounts to careful thinking about
everything that surrounds you. Thinking
carefully about making, naturally results
in made things that exhibit sensitivity,
practicality and beauty.
Richard Sennett in his recent book “The
Craftsman” puts it even more succinctly:
“making is thinking”. Making anything
necessarily involves “an intimate connection between hand and head”. By making
repeatedly you learn from materials and
effects, and strive to find better ways of
working. This striving unifies everyone
in the Yards, no matter whether they
make photographs, paintings, silver dogs,
wooden chairs or musical instruments.
Sennett again: “craftsmanship names
an enduring, basic human impulse, the
desire to do a job well for its own sake”.
This is a rare thing in our increasingly
robot-made, genericised, that-will-do,
cold-calling world. The Yards are a special place, a home to thoughtful making,
and on this special weekend we welcome
you to participate.

Quentin Newark

SAVE THE DATE FOR THE NEXT WINTER OPEN STUDIOS
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DAMN FINE COFFEE!
Electric Elephant Café
BBQ & Bar, Cakes, Teas & Coffees,
13a Iliffe Yard
electricelephantcafe.co.uk

PICCALILLI CAFF

CRÊPE SHOP

Delicious home cooked food
Peacock Yard
www.piccalillicaff.com

Locally sourced handmade crêpes
23a Iliffe Yard
www.iliffe-creps.ml

MAKING AND PLAYING
Ben Elliott, lutenist, will be
performing on instruments made by
Stephen Barber & Sandi Harris
11a Peacock Yard throughout the
Open Studio weekend.

WALWORTH OLD AND NEW
Saturday 11th June Walworth Old and New a
guided walk starting outside Kennington tube
station at 10.45, and finishing opposite the
entrance to Iliffe Yard. Cost: £10, £8 for over
65s and full-time students.
Isobel, Tourist Guide
@guidedbyisobel
londonbyguide.wordpress.com
@thisiswalworth
“just when u think u know all there is to know
about Walworth, along comes @guidedbyisobel”

IN THE CONTINUUM
STEPHEN BARBER & SANDI HARRIS

Profile photographs and text by Quentin Newark

The studio is a wooden Aladdin’s Cave.
The stairway up is lined with bulbous
lute moulds and bodies. Barely an inch
is not used, either for tools, bubbling
glue pots, books, lamps, or materials,
sheets of translucent parchment and
strips and blocks woods in every
imaginable hue. Goodness knows
where the two cats and the rabbit find
to sit. For Stephen and Sandi are two
of the world’s most respected lute and
guitar makers. Although as Stephen
points out, they also make vihuelas,
archlutes, chiarroni, theorbos,
orpharions, bandoras and citterns.
Their process begins with scrupulous
study of instruments, masterpieces
of the past, in museums and private
collections. Stephen makes drawings,
so accurate in their revealing of the
instrument’s form, the drawings
themselves become part of museum
collections. They source materials that
match (as far as possible) the original
woods, from the growers of arcane
species like the Royal Botanic Gardens
at Kew. This is important because the
woods were originally used because
of their acoustic properties, there is
nothing on these instruments that
doesn’t contribute to their sound, no
decoration that might detract from
it. Although they also divert from
the original model too, changing the
size, or eschewing metallic-sounding
rosewood for walnut.
Nothing can be rushed, making this
way. Each instrument is weeks, even
months of handwork, and waiting for
glue to bond or lacquer to dry. Apart
from a few pieces of metal, all the
materials are organic; obviously the
wood, but also the rabbit-skin glue,
beeswax, the gut strings, the skin of
the parchment. Its hard to chose any
one part of the finished instruments

to focus on, but I am most struck by
the appearance of the fluted backs.
These look amazing with the raised
flutes arching over the pear-shaped
lute, like the ribs of some kind of
organic architecture. (Stephen and
Sandi are planning to build a wooden
house.) Fluting is a way of retaining
strength whilst using less material
and so less weight, practical but with
an extraordinary aesthetic effect.
Another breathtaking feature is the
parchment decorated roses, set into
soundboxes, like looking up at a ceiling
in the Alhambra with its rhythms
of domes and quarter domes and
plethora of delicate decoration. Sandi
cuts everything by hand, wearing
enlarging glasses, but the result
seems otherworldly, it is so perfect,
like fairy architecture.
Their instruments are used by
classical musicians like Julian Bream,
but also Keith Richards, after all a
guitar is a guitar. The instruments
make a lot of sense as a purchase,
unique, stunning to look at and touch,
every millimetre handmade, with
several musicians reporting theirs as
the best they have ever played, and,
given the longevity of instruments
made the same way, likely to last half
a millennium.
In their crepuscular studio time has a
different meaning. They are working
today in the era of iphones, but
making instruments using techniques
perfected four hundred years ago,
to play compositions three hundred
years old. You can find no conflict,
no separation between the now
and the then, nothing seems either
old or modern, just a continuum of
painstaking artistry.

REMAKING THE WORLD
DANIEL REYNOLDS

It all began with a cabinet. Daniel has
always loved making things, he studied
a very eclectic course at university,
Expressive Arts, that sort of permitted
anything. I was actually at the same
university at nearly the same time,
and I remember the students from
this course doing everything from
drawings to happenings in locked
rooms to dancing acrobatically with
ribbons. But what course do you
pursue when you are interested in
all kinds of art, you want to keep
your options open as long as you can.
Daniel eventually narrowed down to
sculpture, and enjoyed the physical
properties of wood so much that he
kind of ended up becoming a furniture
designer, even then he managed to
include a lot of metalwork too.

Profile photographs and text by Quentin Newark

Anyway back to the cabinet, it was
during his career path as a furniture
maker, he used porcelain for the
cabinet’s feet and the handles, and
having to fire porcelain again set off
all kinds of sparks in him. It was so
malleable and responsive, more than
wood, and you can work it until it is
papery thin, and it responds to light in
such a varied and organic way.
So even though Daniel had not
formally studied ceramics, he has
chosen it as his main material
because it can be made to do so
many things. He can usually work out
how to achieve an effect he wants,
although he goes about it in a very
unconventional way. You feel much
about Daniel is about the energy he
derives from swimming upstream.
He works in a combination of ways
not many other ceramicists would, he
makes moulds for liquid porcelain, he
throw large pots on a wheel, he use
little sausages of clay, which is the
most manual, the most intimate way

of building a sculpture, every little
piece is put there by the interaction
of his eye and his fingers. Ever the
experimentalist, some of his latest
pieces incorporate glass, he needs not
feel at all bound by categories; he is
craftsman, artist, maker, whateverhe-wishes.
One very striking line of objects in the
studio right now is lamps that look like
melons, or irons, or coffee pots. The
objects he sources in charity shops,
defunct and otherwise unavailable.
He picks things for the inherent
beauty of their shape, and then makes
moulds, and casts them in porcelain,
elevating them to something fragile
and aesthetic. They look remarkable
gathered en masse, glowing orange
and yellow, like something from a
temple to Roland Barthes.
He talks about the importance of the
table as a locus for the things he plans
to make. How we all gather and eat
together, around the table, promoting
communality and affection. A table
full of food and vessels is a lovely
thing, he says, talking about bowls
encouraging interaction, being passed
around. There seems to be something
significant here, the passion and
dextral skill he expends to fashion his
work, his hands press and shape every
tiny part of what he makes, he wants
that profound personal investment to
yield something, admiration maybe,
but most importantly he wants it to be
a catalyst for love.
As well as his studio, you can see
Daniel’s work at Rosebery’s Auction
Rooms (part of the Dulwich Festival).
And there are lights and mobiles on
display in numerous London locations.
His website, listed on the inside of this
broadsheet, has a full list.

Kate Scott
Ceramics
Clements Yard
katescottceramics.co.uk

Hil Scott
Etchings, paintings & cards
Clements Yard
haphashad.co.uk

Amy Mordan
Prints and paintings
Clements Yard
amy.mordan@googlemail.com

Helen Smith
Jewellery and metalwork
9 Clements Yard
clementsyard.com

Leslie Travers
Theatre designer
Clements Yard

Jennifer McDowell
Wood turning
Clements Yard
dowelldesign.co.uk

Linda Brooker, L’atelier
Dresses and dolls
6 Peacock Yard

Cassidie Alder Carving
Wood carving
9 Peacock Yard
cassidiealder.uk

Joseph Murphy
Wood carver and sculptor
9 Peacock Yard
EnglishWoodcarving.com

Stephen Barber & Sandi Harris
Musical instrument makers
11a Peacock Yard
Facebook.com/BarberAndHarris

Takako Jin
Wood carving & gilding
11 Peacock Yard
takakojin.com

Marite Del Villar
Jewellery
6 Peacock Yard
marite.co.uk

Anna Wright
Cards, prints, art, mugs, bags
Clements Yard
annawright.co.uk

Carol Mather
Jewellery / Silversmith
6 Clements Yard
carolmather.com

Adaesi Ukairo
Copper and brass work
3 Clements Yard
copperbrassworks.com

Gordon W Robertson
Metal artist
Clements Yard
gordonwrobertson.com

Est 73 Jewellery
Jewellery
Clements Yard
est73jewellery.co.uk

Heather Stowell
Contemporary jewellery
Clements Yard
heatherstowell.com

John Alder
Sculpture
9 Peacock Yard
artfoyer.co.uk

Stephen Bull
Historic building repairs
8 Peacock Yard
stephenbull@hbcr.co.uk

Orbit Brewing Limited
Beer
Peacock Yard
orbitbeers.com

Hannah Stevenson
Painting
10 Peacock Yard
hannahstevenson.com

Michael Leal
Woodcarving
11 Peacock Yard
michaellealwoodcarving.blogspotco.uk

Jane Bull
Craft books and knitted toys
8 Peacock Yard
Mathewson.bull@virgin.net

Henrietta Park
Felted knitwear
Peacock Yard
henriettapark.co.uk

Dots-N-Lines
Hand made ceramics
3a Peacock Yard
dots-n-lines.co.uk

Peacock Projects
Fine Art
13 Peacock Yard
peacockprojects.co.uk

Marcia Scott
Paintings
3 Peacock Yard
marciascott.org.uk

Frank Bowling
Painting
12 Peacock Yard
frankbowling.com

Rachel Scott
Rugs
12 Peacock Yard
rachelsrugs.com

Sally Hampson
Blankets, shawls and scarves
6a Peacock Yard
sallyhampson.com

Katty Janneh
Millinery & accessories
4 Peacock Yard
kattyjanneh.com

Sarah Lovett
Willows, green roof plants
Peacock Yard

Iona Scott
Painting, sculpture, animation
5a Peacock Yard
planktonworld.com

Jamila Norris
Handmade knitwear & crafts
6 Peacock Yard
jn. jammy@gmail.com

Can of Worms
Books
7 Peacock Yard
canofwormsenterprises.co.uk

StructureMode
Structural engineering
8a Peacock Yard
structuremode.com

Martha Macdonald
Mixed media
2 Peacock Yard

JamJar Flowers
Florist
7a Peacock Yard
jamjarflowers.co.uk

Barbara Wakefield
Ceramics
9 Iliffe Yard
barbarawakefield.co.uk

Claire Stratton
Jewellery
8 Iliffe Yard
www.clairestratton.co.uk

Gas Gallery
Contemporary prints & paintings
21 Iliffe Yard
gasgallery.co.uk

Kennington
Veronica Hendry
Perfume
Clements Yard
veronicahendry.com

Cairn Young
Multidisciplinary design studio
Clements Yard
YardSaleProject.london

Ingrid Hu
Scenography / art & design
5 Clements Yard

LJ
SE17 3

DACAPO
Drinks and photography
18 Iliffe Yard
dacapo.co

Rhapsody Road Photography
Creative wedding & family photographs
14a & 15a Iliffe Yard
RhapsodyRoad.co.uk

H

Handmade clothing & accessories
23a Iliffe Yard

Bee Urban
Honey, candle, seeds
Iliffe Yard
beeurban.org.uk

7 3L

SE1

Sarah Wilson
Jewellery with enamel
9 Clements Yard
sarahwilson@phonecoop.coop

Daniel Reynolds
Ceramics, sculpture & paintings
8a Iliffe Yard
DanielReynoldsStudio.com
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Elephant & Castle
Tube & Rail Station
Dorit Jewellery
Jewellery
17 Iliffe Yard
dorit.co.uk

Dale Inglis
Painting
18a Iliffe Yard
wdinglis.net

Viktoria Redman
Ceramics
16a Iliffe Yard
viktoria.redman@icloud.com

Clenovation
Yards cleaning sponsor
10 Iliffe Yard
0207 252 5550

Roberta De Caro
Glass art, jewellery & homeware
Iliffe Yard
peaceofglass.co.uk

Faith Tavender Jewellery
Jewellery
17 Iliffe Yard
faithtavender.com

Charlie Fox
Art works
18a Iliffe Yard
charliefox.org

Rosie Kent
Jewellery
17 Iliffe Yard
rosiekent.com

Alan J Robertson Photography
Printed photographs/portfolio
2 Iliffe Yard
alanjamesrobertson.co.uk

Banita Patel
Jewellery
17 Iliffe Yard
banitamistry.com

John Whitfield
Prints
2 Iliffe Yard
abandonedwrecks.co.uk

Donna Brennan
Jewellery, painting
7 Iliffe Yard
donnabrennan.co.uk

Rebecca Cowie
Ceramics
Peacock Yard

David Cowley
Paintings, drawings & sculptures
9 Iliffe Yard
davidcowleyart.co.uk

Pullens Open Exhibition
19 & 19a Iliffe Yard

Jack Fawdry Tatham
Etching and sculptures
Iliffe Yard
cargocollective.com/jnftatham

Katie Spragg
Ceramics
21 ½ Illife Yard
katiespragg.com

Harry Durdin Robertson
Paintings
22b Iliffe Yard
durdinfineart.com

Natasha Daintry
Ceramics
2a Iliffe Yard
natashadaintry.com

Reneé Pfister
Jewellery
2 Iliffe Yard
reneepfister.com

